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This Nutshell follows the structure and format of the authors' casebook Children and the Law:

Doctrine, Policy and Practice. The authors have devoted entire chapters to the meaning of parent,

abuse and neglect, the foster care system, adoption, medical decision-making, support and other

financial responsibilities, protective legislation, and delinquency. Representation of children is also

covered throughout the book, as are several relevant international law issues, including the UN

Convention on the Rights of the Child, international child labor, and U.S. tobacco exports to children

overseas.
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Very good text for a fast read on Children and the Law; however, I believe the author's need to go

back and research what Court Appointed Special Advocates for abused and neglected children

(CASA) actually do and the responsibilities they have in being a voice for children. We do not have

council to represent us, but convey our findings to the judge directly (e.g. school records, medical

records, and IEPs, etc).If the author's would have researched the National CASA organization, it

would have cleared up many points that were not made, instead of saying "Unfortunately the

CASA's role is often unclear." and then citing one court case. The 8 lines in the text did not do us

justice, so either do some in depth research on the CASA program (which has its roots in Seattle),

or leave it out of your text.



Short and Sweet! It's a great way to read up on laws and cases involving children. Very brief and

straight to the point, every cases is readable and understandable :)

Gives a good understanding of the law regarding children. It is well written

Easy read well constructed and written.
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